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EnergyBtu is the abbreviation of the British thermal unit. It is a traditional unit of energy equal to about 1055 joules.Calorie [ 15 °C] is a unit of energy that the amount of energy required to warm on gram of air-free water from 14.5 °C to 15.5 °C at standard atmospheric presure (1 cal [15°C] = 4.1855 J).Calorie is a pre-SI metric unit of energy,
symbol "cal". Calorie [i.t.] is an International Stream Table calorie equal to 4.1868 joules.Calorie [nutritional] is a unit of energy in food.Calorie [thermochemical] is a unit of energy use in thermochemistry.Dakatherm is a unit of energy eqal 10 therms, symbol "dath".Electronvolts (symbol eV; also written electron volt) is a unit of energy equal to
approximately 1.602×10.19 joule.Erg is a unit of energy and mechanical work in the the centimetre-gram-second (CGS) system of units, symbol "erg".Exajoule is a unit of energy equal to 1.0E+18 joules, symbol "EJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "exa" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Femtojoule is a unit of energy equal to
1.0E-15 joules, symbol "fJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "femto" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Foot-pound or foot-pound force is a unit of energy in the Engineering and Gravitational System in United States customy and imperial unit of measure.Gigajoule is a unit of energy equal to 1.0E+9 joules, symbol "GJ". This unit
comes from a combination of metric-prefix "giga" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Gigawatt hour is a unit of energy equal to 1000 Megawatt hours, sysmbol "GWh". This unit comes form "giga" metric-prefix and "watt hour" unit of energy.Gram calorie or small calorie (symbol: cal) approximates the energy needed to increase the temperature of 1
gram of water by 1 °C. This is about 4.2 joules.The hartree is the atomic unit of energy, symbol (Eh or Ha).Horsepower-hour (hph) is an outdated unit of energy, not used in the SI system of units.Inch ounce is a unit of energy equal to about 0.007061552 joule, symbol "in-oz".Inch pound is a unit of energy equal to about 0.112984829 joules, symbol "inlb".Joule is a derived unit of energy or work in the International System of Units, symbol "J".kilogram calorie, dietary calorie, or food calorie (symbol: Cal) approximates the energy needed to increase the temperature of 1 kilogram of water by 1 °C. This is exactly 1,000 small calories or about 4.2 kilojoules.Kilojoule is a unit of energy equal to 1000
joules, symbol "kJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "kilo" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".The kilowatt-hour (symbolized kWh) is a unit of energy equivalent to one kilowatt (1 kW) of power expended for one hour (1 h) of time.Liter atmosphere is a unit of energy, symbole "l-atm", equal to 101.32500 joules.Megaelectronvolt is a
unit or energy equal 1 000 000 electronvolts, symbol "MeV".Megajoule is a unit of energy equal to 1 000 000 joules, symbol "MJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "mega" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Megawatthours is unit of energy equal to 1 000 kilowatt hours, symbol "MWh". Microjoule is a unit of energy equal to 1/1
000 000 joule, symbol "µJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "micro" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Millijoule is a unit of energy equal to 1/1 000 joule, symbol "mJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "milli" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Nanojoule is a unit of energy equal to 1/1 000 000 000 joule,
symbol "nJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "nano" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".A newton metre is a unit of torque (also called "moment") in the SI system. The symbolic form is Nm or N·m. One newton metre is equal to the torque resulting from a force of one newton applied perpendicularly to a moment arm which is one
metre long.Petajoule is a unit of energy equal to 1.0E+15 joules, symbol "PJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "peta" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Picojoule is a unit of energy equal to 1/1 000 000 000 000 joule, symbol "pJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "pico" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Q
units is a measure of energy system.A quad is a unit of energy equal to 1015 (a short-scale quadrillion) BTU,or 1.055 × 1018 joules (1.055 exajoules or EJ) in SI units.Teraelectronvolt is a unit of energy equal to 1012 electronvolts, symbol "TeV". This unit comes form a combination of metrix-prefix "tera" and "electronvolt".Terajoule is a unit of energy
equal to 1.0E+12 joules, symbol "TJ". This unit comes from a combination of metric-prefix "tera" and SI derived unit of energy "joule".Terawatthours is a unit of energy equal to 1000 Gigawatt hours, symbol "TWh". This unit comes from a combination fo metric-prefix "tera" and "watt hour" unit of energy.Thermie (th) is a metric unit of heat energy,
part of the meter-tonne-second system sometimes used by European engineers.The therm (symbol th) is a non-SI unit of heat energy equal to 100,000 British thermal units (BTU).Tonne of coal equivalent or ton of coal equivalent (TCE) is, unit of energy, a conventional value of 7 Gcal (IT) = 29.3076 GJ.A ton of oil equivalent (TOE) is, unit of energy, a
conventional value, based on the amount of energy released by burning one tonne of crude oil, of 41.868 GJ, 11.63 MWh, 1.28 TCE, 39.68 million BTU, or 6.6 - 8.0 actual barrels of oil (depending on actualTon [explosive] is a measure of energy.Watthour (symbolized Wh) is a unit of energy equivalent to one watt (1 W) of power expended for one hour
(1 h) of time.Wattsecon (symbolized Ws) is a unit of energy equivalent to one watt (1 W) of power expended for one second (1 s) of time. All mechanical torque wrenches are calibrated from 20% to 100% of full scale, therefore, they should never be used below or above those limits To determine which torque wrench capacity is best suited for an
application, many factors must be considered. However, as a recommendation, use a torque wrench in the middle 50% of the overall capacity of the tool. This will result in longer tool life, ease of use for the operator and increased accuracy from "clicker" type torque wrenches Always grasp handle firmly in the center of the grip Approach final torque
slowly and evenly Stop pulling wrench immediately when target torque is reached Never use a torque wrench to break fasteners loose Should be cleaned and stored properly Should always be stored at it’s lowest torque setting Wrenches should be re-calibrated if dropped. Should never be used in excess of it’s capacity Torque wrenches should be
"exercised" a minimum of three times at 100% of full scale before use The wrench selected should be calibrated in the same torque units that are specified Use of a "cheater bar" will result in an inaccurate reading and can possibly damage the wrench Torque wrenches will last longer if reasonable care is taken. Always unwind handle to the lowest
setting after each use. Do not attempt to lubricate the internal torque mechanism. Clean torque wrench by wiping, do not immerse. The wrench should be sent to a qualified calibration lab once every year or every 5000 cycles for re-calibration Precision: Auto 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 18 20 decimal digitsConvert from Newton
metres to Foot-pound force. Type in the amount you want to convert and press the Convert button. Belongs in category Torque To other units Conversion table For your website 1 Newton metres = 0.7376 Foot-pound force 10 Newton metres = 7.3756 Foot-pound force 2500 Newton metres = 1843.91 Foot-pound force 2 Newton metres = 1.4751 Footpound force 20 Newton metres = 14.7512 Foot-pound force 5000 Newton metres = 3687.81 Foot-pound force 3 Newton metres = 2.2127 Foot-pound force 30 Newton metres = 22.1269 Foot-pound force 10000 Newton metres = 7375.62 Foot-pound force 4 Newton metres = 2.9502 Foot-pound force 40 Newton metres = 29.5025 Foot-pound force
25000 Newton metres = 18439.05 Foot-pound force 5 Newton metres = 3.6878 Foot-pound force 50 Newton metres = 36.8781 Foot-pound force 50000 Newton metres = 36878.11 Foot-pound force 6 Newton metres = 4.4254 Foot-pound force 100 Newton metres = 73.7562 Foot-pound force 100000 Newton metres = 73756.21 Foot-pound force 7
Newton metres = 5.1629 Foot-pound force 250 Newton metres = 184.39 Foot-pound force 250000 Newton metres = 184390.54 Foot-pound force 8 Newton metres = 5.9005 Foot-pound force 500 Newton metres = 368.78 Foot-pound force 500000 Newton metres = 368781.07 Foot-pound force 9 Newton metres = 6.6381 Foot-pound force 1000
Newton metres = 737.56 Foot-pound force 1000000 Newton metres = 737562.15 Foot-pound force Embed this unit converter in your page or blog, by copying the following HTML code: Your browser does not support iframes. convertlive.convertlive Enter the value that you want to convert nm to ft lb or ft lb to nm. Newton meter is a standard
international measuring unit of energy and denoted as "N m or N⋅m". One newton force applied to an object through a distance of one meter in a force direction. One newton meter is equal to 0.7375621493 foot-pounds. Foot Pound (ft-lb):A foot-pound is a measuring unit of energy and denoted as "ft.lb or ft.lbf". It is imperial and US Customary
measuring system unit. Unit of Work equal to one pound-force applied to an object through one foot distance in a force direction. One foot-pound is equal to 1.3558179483 newton meter. Newton Meters to Foot Pounds (nm to ft-lbs): It is a free online newton-meters to foot-pounds (nm to ft lbs) energy converter. Newton meter is a standard
international measuring unit of energy and denoted as "N m or N⋅m". One newton force applied to an object through a distance of one meter in a force direction. One newton meter is equal to 0.7375621493 foot-pounds. A foot-pound is a measuring unit of energy and denoted as "ft.lb or ft.lbf". It is imperial and US Customary measuring system unit.
Unit of Work equal to one pound-force applied to an object through one foot distance in a force direction. One foot-pound is equal to 1.3558179483 newton meter. For nm to ft lbs conversion, we go with an example. Example: Convert 1 nm to ft? We know 1 nm = 0.7375621493 ft-lb; 1 ft-lb = 1.3558179483 nm. 1 nm = __ft lbs. 1 x 0.7375621493 =
0.7375621493 ft. (We know 1 nm = 0.7375621493 ft lbs) Answer: 1 nm = 0.7375621493 ft lbs. This site is owned and maintained by Wight Hat Ltd. ©2003-2020. Our full terms & conditions can be found by clicking here. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the metric calculators and charts given on this site, we cannot make a
guarantee or be held responsible for any errors that have been made. If you spot an error on this site, we would be grateful if you could report it to us by using the contact link at the top of this page and we will endeavour to correct it as soon as possible. this page last updated:: Sun 22 Jul 2018
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